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MSIGN AND ANJ_LTSI5 OF
a STIFFDED CONP_ITE FUSELAGE PANEL
J. N. Dlekson
S. B. Btggers
Lockheed-Georgia Conpany
SUMIqAllY
A stiffened composite panel has been designed that is representative of
the fuselage structure of existing wide bodied aircraft. The panel is a mlnl-
mum weight design, based on the current level of technology and realistic
loads and criteria. Several different stiffener coe.flg,Jrat!ons _re t.._ve.qt!-
gated in the optimization process. The final configuration is an all
graphite/epoxy J-stiffened design tn which the skin between adjacent stiffen-
ers is pe_ltted to buckle under design loads. Fail-safe concepts typically
employed in metallic fuselage structure here been !rcorporet._J in the deslK..
A conservative approach has been used with regard to structural detalls such
as sktn/fra:e and strlr_er/frame attachments and other areas Idhere sufficient
design data was not available.
INTRODUCTION
The development of the technology necessary to implement extensive appli-
cation of composite materials for prleary structures of commercial transport
aircraft is one of the principal objectives of the Natlonal Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) as exemplified by the many research and develop-
ment programs funded In this area. The goal of the Aircraft Energy Efficiency
(ACEE) Program is to establish, by _985, _he _echno!ogl¢_l basi_ for the de-
sign oF subsonic transport aircraft requiring 40 percent less fuel than cur-
rent designs. Fuel savings can he accomplished through improved aerodynamics,
better engine efficiency and structural weight reductions. The current con-
tract will focus on the latter by ass!st!ng NASA !n the deve]opment or minimum
weight design technology for composite primary structures.
• - _-_.- . _
To take full adva, tqe or the weight savings potential of advanced com-
posites, optlmm structural deslps must be provided that satisfy all require-
ments with respect 1;o structural integrity, stiffness, durability and dasase
tolerance. At the me time. nonstructural criteria such as ease of manufac-
turing, produciblllty and cost faust be oon._i._er._d ! n. the design,
Composites require the consideration of different t'atlure modes and cri-
teria and the need t'or new design concepts and analytical procedures. These
can be provided only when a11 £_ilure ,-.e_h_ni__ms th__t __Ffeet the performance
of composite structures are identified and understood. In addition, experi-
mental test programs must be conducted to subs,._Jnttate design concepts, vert/'y
analytical procedures, and provide the data necessary to assure that compos-
ites can be safely applled to primary alrcraf_c structures.
This report describes the design o1" a sttft_ened composite curved panel
that satisfies the requireee-.t.- for _- pressurized passenger transport fuse-
lage. The panel represents a minimum weight design, constrained by pract!e_l
considerations and Is based on current technology. Durability and damage
tolerance requirements, similar to those governing the design o/' metallic
Fuselage structures were le.corporated 1, the design.
A key point in justifying composites in /'uselage construction is that of
allowing the she1] to go in the post-buckling range, as is done with metallic
structures. Significant addlt!o_a! we_.ght savt,gs may be realized over buck-
ling resistant design. Extensive testlng of sttf/'ened composite panels con-
ducted at Lockheed has verlrled theoretical analyses and has demonstreted that
composites can be safely loaded beyond the initial buckling limit /'or the load
levels and skin gages considered !n practic__! f_$elage design. For thts rea-
son. post-buckled skin design was considered current teehno]ogy for th-4s pro-
gram although several minor problems remain to be resolved.
STRUCTURAL REQUIItEtfl_JITS
A realistic set of structural requirements are defined below for the de-
sign of a representative stiffened c_mposite curveo fuselage panel. These
requtrement_ provided the basic da._afor the deslin _,-'*--6,v.v..,.--" :,,;_oo©.".
1. A definition of the geometry requirements t'or the structure.
2. The development of a representative set of internal loads for design.
3. A definition of the mater'.a1 properties for the T300/52C8 system.
q. The establishment of the design strain level and buckling criteria.
Basic .Design _equirements
The final stlt'fened panel configuration is a minimum weight design, al-
though practical constraints _ere 1reposed to assure safety, producibtlity and
cost effectiveness. The panel Is a skin/s_rlnser desidn with internal frames
and includes stiffener attachments and fail-safe considerations. The panel is
152._ ca (60.0 inches) in lemgth, 101.6 em (_0.0 inches) in width and has a
constant radius of 298.5 e: (117.5 inches). Stlffn_.sses of frames and strtn-
sers are representative of those used on current transport fuselades. IL_RIICO
T300/5206 graphite/epoxy has been used as the asterial system for this design.
Definitio. of Internal Loada
The Internal loads used for the panel design study Include ultlemte loads
specified by II&$A and other types of loading that can reasonably be expected
to occur on fuselage structure of eomeretal airplanes. The NASA requirement
specified that the panel be c_peble o.r simultaneously carrTlns 0.525 _/_
(3000 lb/ln)of ultimate longitudinal compression load end appropriate pressure
conditions and O,105)_/m (bOO lb/tn)of shear _oad. The other conditions in-
elude (1) a longitudinal tension loading representative of a fuselage bending
condition, (2) an ultimate ground test pressure condition, and (3) the appro-
priate loads for the damage tolerance (fail-safe) and fatlgu_ requirements.
The tn-plane loads for these basic types of conditions are combined with their
corresponding pressure 1endings to form the complete internal loads environ-
merit for the design ._tudy.
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lruselqe Pressurization
The fuselage pressurization loads are _---_°._. _-v.. +_-...- pre._ur!_at.!o_ system
desig,ed for the baseltne L-1011 airplane. This system provides a 2q00 m
(8000 ft) cabin altitude at 12.800 m (_2,000 ft). The following control and
relief valve pressures serve as the basis for defining the design pressures:
VALVE SETTING
Nominal Positive Differential Pressure
(Control valve nominal setting)
Upper Limit of Positive Relief Valve
Setting
Upper Limit of Negative Relief Valve
Setting
0.0582
0.0609
-0.0034
8.44
8.835
-0.50
Bm:_-d on these pressures the follow, hi P_selage pressurl_tlon Io_s _re
used when they add to the basic internal loads and ignored when they subtract.
Aereodynsmic pressure was not considered for this study.
CONDITION
Ultimate Design Fllght
Conditions (1.5 times the upper
limit setting)
Ultimate Ground Test Condition
(1.33 x 1.5 times the upper
limit positlve setting)
Nominal Positive Differential
Pressure
_zss.Rs, _/,_ (psi)
POSITIVE
0.0914 (13.25)
0.1215 (17.63)
0.0582 (8._4)
-0.00_17 (-0.75)
N.A.
Internal Loads
After reviewing the design eonditlo_s of the forward fuselage for the L-
1011 Commercial transport, a region was selected for wb.ich the ultimate design
loads closely correspond to those specif!e_ by )TASA, Additional critical load
conditions were then established to provid? the basis for the structural
4
analysis. These loads provtded the =eans for evaluating the static, fmtlKue,
fa|l-sete and ground test destp requirements on the eoalmslte panel. Table 1
presents a smDary of Uwse oonditlon; and their _orr_sPOr_Inl intern;,. Ica_s.
The appropriate pressurization loads for these conditions are Included to
categorize the complete loads environment.
TABLE 1. INTERNAL LOADS FOR FORWARD FUSELAGE
CUNDITION
UIt;_ D_p
o C_wen;._ - Ske_
Ult'_eteGroundTest
Domq)e _le_ (Fo;1-Safe)
o I_;d_l Smmgtk
(_.5g,_neuver)
• Itm;d_l Swer_
TO_ (Discrete S_.s'_. _
o Residual $wemjl_
_b;l_ary 2.SgMoneuve °)
INI:'LANE LOADS. ,'vl_ .m {lb/;,.,.. _
AXIAL
-O.350(-2OO3"
o. 175( looo"
-o. 140(- 800_
0.073 ( 400_
-0.245 (- 1400,_
O. 122 (_'3)
l SHEAR
0.070 _00)
0.070 (400)
0.0?S(160J
0.02S (_60)
MAX. POSITIVE
PRESSURE, N/m 2 (m;)
I MAX. NEGATIVE
0.06_0 (9.2S)
•-C.O(_t7(.-O._S)
-o.0'_ (-O._)
-0.00_9 (0.$5)
Haterlal Properties
The NARMCO T300/5208 graphite/epoxy material system was selected as the
primary material for the design study. Both unidirectional lamlna property
data, and laminate design allowables cotplled under the Advanced Co=p_si_e
Vertical Fin program (NASA/LaRC Contract NASI-I_O00) uere used to de£tne the
properties ot the selected material.
Strains. e]astic properties aBd physl_al _onstants _..... ' "_'`^+ _^''_
lamina are presented in Table 2. These data represent room temperature dry
(RTD). 82°C wet and -5,°C dry conditions of T300/5208 graphite/epoxy matertal
with a fiber volume between 62 to 67 percent.
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TABLE 2. KEY UNIDIRECTIONAL PROPERTIES OF 13(]0/5208 GILAPHITE,/_OXY
rROPERTIES
-]
Lomj;tud;_ol Toms;IsUIt|m0me
T_omvenmTensile Uh;meRe
Lc_g;;ud;no! Comorels|Oe_Uh_note
Tronsver_ Compre_;o_ UftTmote
I_plo_e Shea: IJItlmote
Loogitud;nol Te_s;le Modulus
Tromvorm Temite Modulus
L_oitud;msl C4_lpressionMcx_;us
T_mve,w C.omp,ms;m/_du*_,s
lr_lone Sheer Modulus
Meier ro_._'s Retie
Fiber Volume
Demdty
Ply Th;ck_
Le_S_;eml CoM_Ec_t of Timing!
Tfmm,e,e Coefr,clent of ?_e-_o!
£.eomlm
RTD : r_ teml_t_, ,re ( s
UNITS
i i
10.3 m!m
10.3 m/m
10-3 _../_
10.3 m/m
10-3 m/re
GPa
GPo
GPo
GPo
GPo
%
_!,3
._!(m • C}
_-., 'Sn - C)
RTD
9.00
7.50
_0.00
15.00
23.00
137.90
11.03
131.00
WET Io54°C DRY :
10.76
5.52
0.27
62-67
1.6_
0.127
0.432
29.16
9.00
7.00
9.00
13.00
25.0O
139.97
9.65
I24.11
9.00
7.00
9.80
14.00
20.00
134.45
12.27
134.45
9.38 12.07
4.14 5.93
O.26 0.29
62-67 62-67
1.605 1.60S
O. 127 0.127
O.5G_ 0.36O
33.84 27.18
Laminate preliminary design curves for the T300/5208 system are presented
Ln Figures 1 through 7. These allowables are based on test data end ere sta-
tistically based on 90 percent exeeedance with a 95 percent confidence lc_'cl.
Hotched and unnotehed data are presented, with the notched allowables _ased on
gross area stress "h a O.q8 c¢-dta_..eter h_le at a 2.5_ cm spacing. ;-he ef-
fects o£ temperaCur_ and =o13ture are _ne_u_ed 1_ _hese allowsbles so no _d-
ditional £aetors should be Included.
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DesIL_ Strain Levels
In the destgn of aluminum fuselage structure the damage tolerance (fatigue
and fail-safe) requirements are Kenerally achieved by l_mitlng the permissible
design stress strain leve!s re- static ultimate design conditions and certain
operating cond_t:ons. These values are based on experimental _at_ _nd re!eted
experience and successful service history of past alumlnum transports. Since
these hlstorical design data de not exist for 8raphlte/epoxy structure, con-
servatlve design stratn levels must be established to cover the many consider-
ations affecting the damage tc_eranc_ aspect of de_!_n.
Ultimate and _orking design strain levels vere establlshed for the T_OO/-
520B material system for the design study. These deslgn strain levels ue-e
based on considerations trclud!nS _tree_ oorcentrattons associated with cut-
outs, Joints and splices; by tolerance _or Impact damage; by transverse crack-
ing in the 90-degree fiber-oriented plies: and by oc_patlbllity with a¢_acent
aluminum strain levels. These consiaeratlons restricted the design ultimate
I0
strains to approximately 50 percent of the composite material Fallwe strotn
or a value of _500 F m/m and practical worklng straln levels to 3000 _ n/:.
Table 3 presents the deslgn strain levels used for this study. A more de-
tailed description of the rationale used in arriving at these design strain
levels is given in Reference !.
TABLE 3. DESIGN STRAIN LEVELS
CONDITION
Ultimate Design Flight
Ultimate Ground Test
Design Tolerance (Fail-Safe)
o Residual Strength
Damase Tolerance (Discrete _,_,_......
o Residual Strength
i
DESIGN STRAI_ (_ in./in.)
i
_4,500
±4,500
_3,OOO
Not Applicable
NOTES=
1. restrict the mnxim_ ply level unidirectional strain
to the speci[Led values.
_ekling Ltm_tations
In the design of ec_Taercia] aircraft, restrletions are placed on the post-
buckling behavior of the fuselage shell to ensure adequate fatigue life during
operation. These restrietlons are benero_.1 _vv**_- _ the .,,._...4-4+4-mk,,^_m;.__._...,o
strength of the skin between stringers or longerons.
Current wide-bodled aircraft o the L-I011 type generally require that the
pressurized strueture be unbuekle_ under _ g ,_,_ ,--6 .........................
with normal pressure lo_s. In additicn to this requirement, the L-1011 ruse-
1age skins are designed such that the ultlmate design shear flows do not ex-
eeed five t_mes the initial r_ear buek!ing value, %.e, qult/qer < 5. In
actual design, however. _h_r flc_ ;_11 rarely _xcec_ three ti_e_ the criti-
cal value.
11
Recent fatigue tests under eyclie shear loading conducted at Lockheed in-
dicate fatigue failures are not likely to occur in the range of 10_ to 105.
cycles tn J-atlffened composite panel3 if the rat!o o r u!_t.___t.e _hear to
critical shear is In the order of 3:1. This requirement and the requirement
for unbuckled skin at 1 g level flight _epeat _ to be realistic constraints for
the design of composite /usel_ge structure and were used as criteria t'or the
design study.
The post-buck!Ing behavior of the skin in compression will generally be
controlled by instability of the stiffeners or by maximum strain limitations
and no additional restrictions need *- _= _._o4 _. +h. H¢.q!gn.
SKZN-STRINGER PANEL SIZING
Stiffener Concept Selection
Discrete open-section stiffeners such as I, J. Z and blade stiffeners have
been the _ost popular concepts used in metallic fuselage design and. along
with hat-stiffened panels, were selected for eva!ua¢lon In the c=_s!te pete!
design. The primary considerations were structural efficiency, produetblllty
and cost. Hat-stiffened panels .ere found to have a higher structural effi-
ciency than panels v_th open-section stiffeners and are clearly the preferred
concept for hlghly loaded wing panels apd areas where skin _,,^w4.e 4.._+
permitted. In fuselage panels, the relatively low load lntensltles coupled
with producibllfty and cos_ advantages, however, make open sections more at-
tractive. In addition0 _ttach_ent of spbstru_ture and equipment, and provi-
sions for Joints and splices, are more easily a¢cc_.p]Ished for cpen-_eetion
stiffeners.
Z-section stlffeners were eliminated from. eonsideratlon because of the
poor pJll-off capability provided by the o..,_._"'_ skin .......o+,o^_.e_=-g__.,._._ cocured
or adhesively bonded construction. I and J stiffeners were found to have a
slight edge in structural efficiency over blade stiffeners, especially in the
presence of eccentrleit_es, but 811 three configurations uere considered
throughout the preliminary design orocess. The _-sec_.on'_ ......_.r_,,_=+_.o..._....... w=_
selected for the final deszgn as offering the best cor promlse when considering
structural efficiency and ease of manu£aeturlng.
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Neti_S of AnslTsls - Buckled 5kln DesLp
A preliminary design procedure, LG-C_,_-O,_T,, _;elo_ _" _" ''"°_"_
Georgia Company has been used In sizing the post-buckled skin deslin. The
procedure consists of a series of closed form analysis routines which ere
coupled with the COPES/CONH,,INprogram to --_"'"o v-,,_- o---,,6v,v,--_ a_ efflc1_t .... ""'"
code. COPES/CONMIN is a nonlinear mathematical programming optlmLzer for the
minimization of functions with inequality constraints and was written by
Vanderplaats (Reference 2). _*_°_._...__.^"the analyses .,,_--_o -,,,v--v,,_*_......._a
therein are briefly described in the following sections. Data and Illus-
trations presented refer to the flnal panel design, unless otherwise noted.
Load I_lstributton
The total panel loading is defined by the inplane stress resultants, Nx,
Ny, Nxy, and the moment Mx due to tntttal eccentricities, where x is the
longitudinal coordinate. The m_ent ts a f_cti_n _,'_ _ gr_ c_::e_ ; C_Y_-
x
_ure, K, In the x-z plane. In the present analysis, the stress resultants NY
and N are taken entirely by the skin, whlle the longitudinal loading is
xy
carried jolntly by the skin and stringers, or
N X=N I÷ Nxs t Ny=N 2 Nxy=N12
where g1. N2 and N12 are the average stress resultants in the skin. The
strln_er loading can be expressed in terms of the panel edge strain (1 and the
curvature K
£A t
Nxst:l_'-- (EI " ZstK)-NTxst
_here E#.st iS the eztensional stL_fness o_ _-_.=_tr_.z_r, _us Cs th£ _,-_-'_._=,....
m
spacing. Zst is the distance fro_.,the skin center llne to the strir.ger
centrotd and NT is the equivalent thermal load. Slnee the load/strain
xst
response of the skin in the post-buck!!ng range _.s non!tnear, en !teretlve
procedure Cs used to determine the distribution o/" loading between skin -nnd
stiffeners. Reduced tangent and sec--_-.t moduli are calculated at each step.
When the panel _s loaded beyond the initial buckling limit of the skin, the
portion of the longitudinal .._._-=_.._="_'_._. w,,_,*_=.._-tr!nger.-....._-_--o---_..... + o .
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total load, Nx is Increased. '[his 15 illustrated in FigL_es 8 and 9 for
different loading conditions. _,e effect o._ pr_S_urtzetton on the strinser
loading Is shown in Figure 8. A hoop tension or 0.273 _N/m corresponds to a
maximu_ positive pressure of 0.091al N/m2 (13.25 psi) and s hoop compression
loa_ o£ 0.0158 HN/= represents a maxi=_ -°.ot_..,,_e.....PP'__:"_,__.... _r.. 0.00517... N/= 2
0.&O
(i.20
1.00
0"80 l
0.60
0.60
0.20
0
i n,,
Nxs t / N x
.0-0_
= 0
I X INI'rlAU BU(2(U|NCI
I
N=s t/N=
- ,-- N -,,NNto
=
d J . t J i s
O. iO O. 7() o. 3,_ o. _,o 0. SO 0.6(_ o. ;0
Figure 8. St;ffener Load-Effect of Pressur;zat;on
N -O
Y
X '{Nt"rIAI, RIICKI, INC
lin i | , I,. , | ,, , I ....
0.10 0.20 0.30 0.4,0 0.70
E
I I
O.5O 0.60
Figure 9. Stiffener Lot, d-EfFect of Inpr_e She.-,r
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(0.75 psi). It is seen that the initial buckling load is increased signif-
icantly in the presence of hoop termsloh _',t decreased by hoop compression but
that at the design load of 0.525 NN/m (3000 1b/in.), there is only a few per-
cent charge in stiffener load as a result of pressurization, ks shown in
Figt_re 9. the presence of In-plane shear reduces the In!t!aI b_k!!ng ll=It cf
the skin and therefore Increases the share of the total longitudinal load re-
acted by the strlngers. A shear load of 0. I05 MN/. (600 Ib/In.) causes an
increase of 7 percent in the strlnger lo_d at the design condition of 0.525
HN/. cc_presslon.
Initial Eccentricities
To account for manufacturing tolerances, l_%_ate tblck_ess ....0, .o_._,,o'-"---;_d
other imperfections, initial bow-type eccentricities are considered in the
analysis. The eccentricities are assumed to vary sinusoidally along the
length L of the panel and have amplitude e. Values of e/L ranging from 0.001
to 0.002 are normally used !n the des!gn of ---v.'_'_*";M_-_-v- pan.eI=. ...;- the pre3=
ent analysis e/L : 0.001 was assumed. Curvatures are calculated ustng a beam
column approach and the resulting strains are added to those produced by Zn-
plane loading. These calculations involve the determination of the Euler wide
column load of the skin-stringer combiner!on
2
-_ El T
NEULE R =
S
The tangent stiffness ElT is defined as the slope of the _x/K curve and is
therefore a function of the applied 1o_d Nx. As a result, the Euler load
drops sharply at initial buckllng and cont£nues to decrease in the post-
buckling range. This sharp dr, _ _,. ;oa¢ _s shown in F£gure !0,
Average Stress Zesu_tants in Buckled Skln
This analysis predicts the behavior of enisotropic plates loaded in the
_st-buokilni range by a co_blnatlon of in-plane biaxial compression, or ten-
sion, and shear, lhe shear field theory, orlgina!ly developed by goiter
15
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F_gure 10. Euler Load in Post-Buckling Range
(geferenee 3) for long _sotropie plates, was extended to include the ease of
symetrteally laminated co_pe_it.e pletes, T_,.e buekllng displacement pattern
used in the analysis is exp,-essed 5y
w(x, y) = W(y) s;n _ (x-my)
in whlch _. is the half wave len_th of the b_okle in the longltu_nal (x)
direction and m defines the inclination o[ the _Odal l!nes !n the pre_ence of
shear. To extend the validity of the analysis into the advanced post-bueklinK
regime, the function W(y) i5 taken as a constant (!/ = f) tn t center strip or
w_.dth equal to (1-rt) b s. Nodal !ines 8re 8ssumed along the stiffeners and
hence in t.he edge zones, 0 _y_ 1/2_,bs, the function ,,_,_'r"_ :[_ _.ake_ ._mq
W(y) = f sin
S
The Rayleigh-Ritz energy method is used to deter_'._e the four ,.._.kno.vn. _._.ve
parameters, _,. m, f and _.
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klltlons lay be established between the sversse stress resultants In the
skin (!110 N2. W12) and the strains at the plate edges (el.(2°Y12). These re-
lations are shown for the final skit, lay-'_p of the stiffened panel des1£n, ;
16-ply [g0/_45/02/;_5/0]S laminate, in Figures 11, 12 and 13 for the eases of
zero hoop tension, maximum hoop tension and maximum hoop compression, respec-
tively. The stress resultants are nonmalized by HeR, the initial buekltn8
load in pure compression, a_d plotted as a ,%_ctlon o,* the panel _ge stra_,n
(1" The latter Is nomalized by c e, which represents the strain corresponding
to NCR. The values of NCR and _e t'or the laminate under consideration are:
N : .0770 _lm (_qO lb/tn)
or •
: . 000578 m/m
6 ..... _= 0
• • • _ |
.... - . ! !
-4
'-2
--4
2 4 6 S 10 12 14
G RAPHITE/EPOXY T300/5208
16-.PLY _'90/_+45/02 ./_.45 ./015
N ,,0
Y
F;gure 11. Stress-S;rain Relations, Buckled Sk{n
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Figure 12. Stress-Stra;n Relations, Buckled Plate
Figure 13. Stress-Strain Retations, Buckled Plate
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Strains in Buckled Skin
As one of the failure modes eonsldered in the program, strains in the skin
are compared with zaterial allowables or $_ecifled strain 11=It$. Flg_e I_
shays the strains In the 16-ply final skin laminate, _hen the latter ts loaded
in pure compression. The maximum membrane strain occurs along the plate edges
.O03
.OO2
.OO1
o o.lo 0.20 0.30 o.4o o.so 0.6o 0.70
Figure 14. Strains ;n Buckled Skin
and is plotted in Figure 14 as a function of the average a_ress resu!tant, gl'
in curve O " The _embrane strain in the ©enter of the plate, curve O '
changes little from its initial buckling value and even drops slightly. Large
bending strains exist i. the oe.ter of the plate, however, and the total com-
pressive strain generally exceeds the edge stratn, as showtl by curve _ .
The hoop tensile strain developed in the skin, when subjected to longitudinal
compression only, is shown by curve Q . In computing margins of safety, the
plate edge strain Q a_d the _oop tension strain _ are compared vlth the
imposed strain llmlt of O.OOaS. whereas the margin for the total strain
will be based on ply level material allowables (Table 2).
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Buckled Plate SttFfnesaes
To account for the effect of the attached post-buckled skin In stringer
instability analyses, the 8tiffnesses of the skin with respect to i_eremental
deformations must be determined. The coefficients of the reduced (tangent)
stiffness matrix are given by
, _N.
J
A'l'" = 5_.-- ;' j = I, 2, 6
I
in which NI. N2 and N6 : N12 are the average stress re_,,J!tA_m.t}_.cd (i" (_ and
¢6:"/12 are the strains at the p]ate edges.
'To illustrate the magnitude of these st'ffnesses, the ratios All/All,
A22/AEE and A66/A66 are plotted in Fisure 1S as a function of the 1or, situd_nal
strain ratio (1/¢e for the final skln lamin_te, when the latter is loaded In
pure compression. The AIj represent the stiffness coefficients for the un-
buckled plate,
o
' .. I . J 4 I
2 4 6 8 10 12
A_!A66
CI l|t
I -- | l
1_, 16 18 2o
F;gure I5. Reduced Stiffnesses, Post-Buckled Plate
2O
_kllns of Stiffeners
In panels with buckled skin, instability of the strir_ers becomes an
especially important fat]_Te ,,,_,e--"• _-,,,s=-oe'"...... v,* thln-_alled vv=,, _,w_
section, generally buckle in a torsional or t_orstonal-flexural mode. A
torsional-flexural buckling analysts (TOFLX) was developed and incorporated as
a subroutine in the present panel sizing code. In this analysis, an arbitrary
number (H) of uniformly spaced stringers is allowed to participate In the
buckling process. The effect of the attached skin is accounted for by re-
placing the skin by a set of equivalent forces. In the current version of
TCFLX, the stringers are assu_ed to displace and rotate rigidly with respect
te their shear center, i.e. cross-sectional deformation of the stiffener ele-
ments is neglected. The stiffener buckling load is obtained by solution of a
_Nx_N eigenvalue problem.
Design. Optimization Results
The lnplane load combinations considered in the minimum weight analyses of
the skin-stringer design are _hown. !n Table q.
TABLE 4. IN-PLANE LOAD CONDITIONS
lOAD
CONOITION Nx
i ii
INFIa_IE LOADS, .NNIm
-0.525
-0.525
0.262
O.262
0
-0. 525
g
Y
0.273
-0.0158
0.273
-0.0158
0.362
0
Nxy
i
0.105
O. 105
0.105
O.105
O
O.105
Unbuckled Skin Design
The NASA-developed PASCO (Panel Analysis and Sizing Code) program (Refer-
ence _) was used to perform the InILial sizing of the _,,_,,,_^,=_"'_"'_^_skln _-°''"
Load condition number 6 of Table _ was selected to evaluate the relative
structural efficiencles of _, J and blade stiffened panels.
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F;gure 16. PASCC) Model
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Lamlnaorientations for each wall configuration were llm.ted to O, 90 and +-aS
degrees. The panel is 50.8 an (20.0 1riches) long and has lts lateral edges
simply supported. The _,axim_ P_rmlsslble strain in the panel was set at
0. O0_ Results of the analysis for the 1-stiffened panel are shown in Table
S.
The structural efflclencies of the three stiffener oonfiguFstio_s aiialyzed
are shown in Table 6. me I- and J-stiffened panels have approxlmately the
same mass index but the blade stiffeners are considerably heavier. No at-
tempts were made in these initial analyses to maintain practlcal constraints
on stiffener dimensions and _p=cln_, as is evident from the results in Tables
5 and 6. They dld° however, establish a lower limit on the attainable minimum
weight for bucklin_ resistant panels at the required load level.
TABLE 5. PASCO ANALYSIS RESULTS, i-STIFFENED PANEL
LAYER
T1
3'2
T3
1"4
T5
T6
T7
ORIF.RI'ATION
DF_.
65
0
90
6S
O
o
O
THICKNESS
cm
0.0082
0.0295
O.OO52
O.0052
O.O!O6
! O.0468
0.0092
gl
w2
w3
M4
I_DTH
1.90
0.64
2.62
1.26
TABLE6. STRUCTURAL EFFICIENCY - r_UCKL;NG RESISTANT PANELS
PANIff, IMTi)TH
13, cm
26.61
_5.91
42.2!
|11
STIFFENER
CONFI GURATION
im
1
J
Blade
MASS
W,kg
0.5290
0.5303
1.0728
IIASS INDEX
M/ | L2
kglm 3
7.703
7.931
9.85
i
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Post-lk_kled Skin Pesip
_okltn i Ileslstant vs Poet-_ekled Pa_-IB
To illustrate the weight reduction which can be realized by utilizing
post-buckled panel design, optimum buckling resistant and post-buckled I-
stiffened panels subject to !o_d cond!t4_o_ ,u_ber 6 were obtained. The
results are shown In Flgure 17 in ter_s of panel mass index (we.g,.t._la.,
areallength) versus the ratio o£ stringer speclng to panel lensth, bs/L. The
post-buckled panel designs were obtained with LG-O62-OPT. In order to compare
the Lockheed sizing code w_ith the .q.J.3A-_.eve!._dPAn,CO program, unbuckled skin
designs were also obtained with a version o£ LG-O62-OPT in which skln buckling
is considered a failure mode. In the latter, the skin is conservatively as-
sumed to be simply supported at the stringers and the resulting weights are
thus _e_hat higher than those obtained by "'o'-- D_en
16
14
12
E
m lOI
x"
t4_
z 6
I/t
4
J
LC-C62-OPT
"_ASCO /
POST-_UCI<LED
I-S IlFFE,"_ED
%' /L : _.0 '.'Pc
x
_J /_ = 0.2
J'7 x
• J'L" 0.0
- -o.C¢a5
ma_ £ It
l
i , • I . I --.....
0.20 0.25 0.3_ C.3_
F;gure 17. Buck:led vs Unbuckled Panel Oesign
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The range of stiffener spacings considered for this comparison is from
10.16 om (_.0 inches) to 17.78 cm (7.0 inches), The geometry and aonstrtmtion
of the stiffeners are sr/_un in Figure 18. The post-buckled panel designs
required ear to be equal to wf. The panels are assumed to have no 2ni_lal
bow. The longitudinal and transverse (membrane) strains for these analyses
were limited to O.00qS.
_ LAV.INATE1 ---_
I-STIFFENER J-STIFFENER
Figure 18. Stringer Geometry and Cor_truction
Weight reductions of from !5 to 3C percent are possible for this case. /m
addltlonai benefit of post-buckled de_!g_ !_ the _l! weight penalty associa-
ted with an increase in stringer spacing when compared to that incurred in
buckling resistant design. For example, when bs/L is increased from 0.20 to
0.35, the buckling resistant panel weight is increased by 34 percent whereas
the post-buck!ed panel we_:ht is _nore_sed by o_!y !! pe_roent, Thus, the
stringer spacing in post-buckled panels m_y be determined by practical consld-
erations such as fabrication cost, noise transmission or by structural consid-
erations such as damage tolerance or skin pillowing.
A_ examp!e of equlvalent bucklinc resistant and post-buckied designs is
shown in Figure 19. The buckling resistant design was determined by PASCC.
The loading, geometry and strain limitations correspond to those used in
obtaining the results in Figure _"
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_c/ ABSOLUTE OPTIMUM POST-BUCKLED DESIGN
Figure 19. Equ;valent Panei Des;gns
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As would be expected, the most striking variants between the two dest|ns
are the number of plies in the skin and the amount of astoria1 in the free
flange, Once skin buckling is removed ;; ; f=llure ._._¢--'*, ";t_r_l .....--s k._
shifted from the skin to the stiffener where it is more efficiently used. In
post-buckled design the skin lay-up may in large part be dictated by the
ground test pressure condition (condition number 5, Table _1), fuselase tor-
sional stiffness, damage _.oleranee, or by fatigue and acoustic requir_m_nt3.
In the post-buckled designs in Figure 17, the skin was required to have at
least two 90-degree, eight _5-degree, and two O-degree plies. Similarly, the
stiffener web was required to have at least two 90-degree .=nde!zht ,5-deEree
plles with O-degree piles optional. The .area flange was required to have
sufficient 90-degree plies so that no more than six O-deipree plies are direct-
ly adjacent. These practical limitations on the minimum skin and stringer
lay-ups constrain the panel to a nonoptimu_, b,J_. rea!istie design,
To show the effect of these limitations, an optimum post-I_kled panel
subject only to the last constraint was obtained with the stringer spacing set
at 10.16 em (_.O inches), _-..,..-,_s ;-_°-.._- _¢.. this p.ne! !.- R._3..v.aJ_ 3, This
represents a four perc:enc decrease fro_. the corresponding (bs/L = 0.2) design
in Figure 17. If the stringer spacing is allowed to assume its optimum value,
the mass index is further redueed to 7.18 kg/m 3. _-hts absolute opl;imum design
is shown in Figure !9c. Th.e penalty a_-_-ocla_e__th requiring = re-_-'on-_-hle
minimum, number of plies and stringer spacing can be determined by eomparin8
this last mass index with those in Figure 17. The penalty ranges from 21
percent t_ 3_ percent for this case. For higher load levels, the optimum
stringer spacing tends te i_c.eP.se as _e-q the required n,J_.berof p!ie_ to
satisfy strength and stability requirements. Thus, the praetleat optimum
design for higher ioad levels will llkely be closer to the absolute optimum
design, and tke weight penalty will be reduced from that shown above.
k_.en comparing post-buckled pane! weights to buckling resistant panel
weights, it ls important to inI_se similar practical limitations on the de-
signs. This was done in obtaining the results shown in Figure 17. The buck-
1in8 resistant panel weights _hown.. in Pefere_ce_ 5 _n_ 6 _,J_ be c._..p_red to
absolute optimum post-buckled designs. For example, Figure 6 of Reference 5
shows a mass index of _._ kg/_ _ for the loading presently considered. Here
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the index has been factored up by the ratio of the density used in this study
to that used in Reference 5. Comparing absolute optimum designs shows a 15
percent weight reduction for the post-buckled over the buckling resistant
design. This is the same percentage dlfferer_e betw_,_ th_ pv_etleal optimum
post-buckled and buckling resistant weights shown in Figure 17 for the smal-
lest practical stringer spacing considered.
Effects of Load and I)esl_n Parameters on Panel Nellht
The effects of loading combinations, initial imperfections, strain llml-
tation and cross-sectional shape on post-buckled panel weight were studled
under Lockheed IRAD and are reproduced here. These panel weights closely
approach absolute optimum values since few practical limitations were placed
on the number of plies in the skin or stiffeners or on the cross-sectional
geometry. Although the weights shou!d not be c_pared to t_,_se of practical
fuselage panels, the trends of the effects of the various parameters on
realistic panels should be similar to those shown in the results below.
:Shear Loadinl When no restr!ctlns other than thos_ of strength --" --'_
-- *,t*u ],nd_ t,-
buckled stability are placed on the panel design, the effect of shear loodlns
on panel weight is subst_ntial. Figure 2D shows this effect for panels _rltb a
stringer spacing to panel length ratio, bs/L. of 0._"5. Except at the lowest
cent are associated with shear load ratios, Nxy/N x, of 0.2 and 0._, respec-
tively.
Figure 21 shows the effe:t cf shear and 3trlnger spaelng _n p_n61 _elsht
for an intermediate compression load index, Nx/L : 1.0 MPa. The wel_ht
cenalty due to shear increases as stiffener spacing is increased. Also :-horn
in this figure are slmilar weights for buckllng resistant pane!s. The penalty
due to shear is .o,_,4.._.. -......... ,,_.# _reater for post-buckled pane_s tban for unbuckled
panels. However, had a minimum, number of _5-degree plies In the skin been
imp__sed on the post-buckled designs, due for example to required shear stiff-
ness, the weight penalties due to shear would have been ._.._..=._--;ao_=w_v=..#reduce_
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Another point of interest shoun In Figure 21 is that _en the shear to com-
pression lo_ ratio is small, the post-buek]ed panel velght car. actually be
reduced by increasing the stringer spacing provided other considerations such
as pllloving and peellng stresses, damage tolerance, or noise transmission do
not become crltlcal.
Hoop Tension - Because of the very thin skin in the optimum pure
compression panel designs, a n_inal shear load ratio of 0.2 Is chosen as a
basellne for cc_parlson of the re_a_ni_ Ae_g- n_r=_,_._
Hoop tens£1e loading reduces the ,eight of posb-buckled panels due to tts
stabilizing effect on the stringer and due to increased effective longitudinal
stiffness of the post-buckled plate. ,_,Is effect is s.,_._.. !n F!g,Jr.e22,
Even a small hoop compressive loading, not sheen, has the opposite effect of
destabilizing the stringer reducing the skln longitudinal stiffness and
increasing the panel weight.
N
t t_..t t t._ ",'".
b P; * ,25
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Figure 22. Effect of Hoop Tens._on on Pane! Weight
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Initial Eeoeentrieitiu
Initial bow-type eccentricities, present in all real panels, increase the
weight of post-buckled panels as shown in Figure 23. Values of e/L of not
less than 0.001 should be considered and weight penalties of 5 to 10 percent
may be expected. ,_e =aJor effect of thi_ type eccentricity on the optimum
panel is an increase in the stiffener height and the free flange wldth. The
increase in stiffener height may in turn require an increase In the bendtn_
stiffness. D22, of the web.
cr
x"
E
z
_---In I,.IvPc_
0.5 I._ :._ _.0 2.5 3.0
Figure 23. Effect of Init;ol Eccentricity on Ponel Weight
Strain Limitation
If panel longttudin_] and transverse membrane strains are limited to some
value lower than the material $traln llm_t, the _e! we.!gb_ w1!! obviously
increase. This effect ls shown in Figure 2_ for a strain limit of 0.00_. The
major variation in the designs required to achieve this limitation is an in-
crease in the number of O-de_ree plies in the stiffener free flange and the
skin.
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Figure 24. Effect of Strain Limitat'.'on on Panel We|ght
Stiffener Cross-Sectional Shape
The shape of open stiffeners has o_y a very small effect on panel weight.
Figure 25 shows t_t the clade-5t_ffened p_ne_s are only two percent heavier
th_n the J- or !-stlffene_ pP_e]s. T_e effect of transverse shear flexlbil-
ity, not considered in these results, could Increase the pe_aILy _$$oc_ate_
with blade stiffeners.
Final Post-Buckled Panel Si,zin[
J-shaped stiffeners w_re chosen for t_e fin_1 panel design since struc-
tural and nonstruetura! eonKeetions are greatly si_pllfied when usinK the J-
rather than l-shaped stiffeners, Previous studies have shown that these two
stiffeners result in _early eq_a_ weight cptl_L= pa:els. Lo_d condition
number 2 of Table _ proved to be the critical case with respect to stability.
The pane! was optimized for this loadin¢ with _ower limits set on selected
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skin ply thicknesses so thzt conditions nu_.ber 1 and 5 would not be critics|.
The adequacy of the par,el u_de." the other !o__d condz't!cn--wa.q t..he_checked,
An init_-al bow-type imperfection with a maximum eccentricity of 0.001 times
the panel lenfth was Included. Da_._ge tolerance membrane strain limitations
of 0.C0_5 in tension and compression for bcth hoop and lonaltudlnal strain
were i_posed.
The presence of hoop cc_presslon required single 90-degree plles on the
outer surfaces of the skin. Tke mininu_ number of _5-degree plies was set at
eight so that a shear stiffness sl_llar to that of the L-!01! forward fu_e!Bge
could be achieved. This last requirement was also necessary in order to sat-
£sfy imposed buckling criteria. Although the opti_u_ number of O-degree plies
in the akln is in the range of four or five, It was decided to set this nu_.ber
at slx ;o yleld a '6-ply skic _'-_'_2'+ ..... S Zam_n_te ..................
composite panels under combined loadlng with emphasis on damage tolerance and
stiffener/skln peeling could prov_e the conf£dence _o utllize a thinner skl'_.
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Due to the relatively small effect of stringer spacinS on panel .eight, an
intermediate spacing of ln.7 cm (5.8 inches) was selected. With this spacing
_11 buckling criteria are satisfied, _nd only two 90-degree plies are required
to prevent wide column buckling of the skin between stringers due to external
pressure.
Optimum J-stiffeners tend tcte soKe_._t t_3!er _nd hBve a thicker free
flange than equivalent I-stiffeners. To keep the J-stiffener height reason-
ably smalZ and, at the same time, to control the free flange thickness, it was
decided to include at least two O-degree plies in laminate 1 {Figure 18). An
exterior 90-degree ply on the web provides resistance to _lffener rolling
torsion. A total of eight 4_-degree plies In the web was set as a practical
minimum. In an attenpt to improve the peel resistanee of the panel, an addi-
tional 90-degree ply was included on the inner surface of laminate 1. This
90-degree ply matehes the 90-decree Ply on the skin and should !_ove t.he
interface strength. Since it continues throughout the web, it also provldes a
tension tie-down link of the stringer to the skin. The effectiveness of this
attempt to improve the stringer to sk_ bond w111 be evaluated in subsequent
tests. The resulting web lay-up of [901+=51021-_51g0]s,_ uhlle eerte!n!y not
optimum with respect to weight, appears to be a good solution ulth respect to
the praetlcal considerations discussed above. An additional nonoptimum factor
i= the inclusion of two 99-degree p!le_ in !_i._te 2 of this free flange so
that there are no more than six adjacent O-degree plies. _;e mass index of
the final skin-stringer panel is 10.7 k£/_ 3.
FINAL DESIGN A#ALYSE3
Panel Coafi_uration
The final tom,polite panel design, _hou_ in Figure P6, is structurally rep-
resentative of a wide-bodled pressurized fuselage. 1_e panel, which is fabrl-
cated entirely of graphite/epoxy mater_al, has a length of 152. n e_ (60.0
inches) and is 101.6 om (qO.O inches) wide. _hile m£nlmum weight considera-
tions dictated the sizing of the bas_c ski_-strl_ger p_nel, tie s_eing,
geometry and stiffness of the frames use_ in the design correspond to those
used on the L-1011 forward fuselage. Details such as shear eltps and attach-
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merits were influenced to a large degree by the desire to fabricate this com-
ponent as economlcally as possible with respect to both minlmlzlng the number
of bond cycles and reducing conventlonal assembly methods. This has been ac-
complished through a desi_ which allows the skin, stringers, frames and fail-
safe straps to be molded in a single o_ration, _;';*;"_-_,..---..e+_'_.._._"'ov.^e-,_'ch_nlc_1
attachments to the assembly of pre-cured frame members.
F_il-safe straps are provlde_ at a11 fra_e _-_ -'_ _-'" _^^-_ -°
comprised of six p_.ies of unldirectional tape, these straps are to serve the
dual fumetion of an effective crack stopper and provide an alternate load path
in the event of a skin failure. Also, the straps at frame locations are
utilized as additlo.-.alfrare cap -aterlal.
A detail of a typical stringer is s._o_m In Section A-A, Figure 26. The J-
section configuration was selected as offering the best compromise u_en con-
siderlng structural efficiency _-_ ..... _ ......_-**"-'-- Tl_,,_dot;bl_ *_....
_|J_J SGO_f:: _JA ¢}(SJi_IA gt.;btal &i_). • A(SlJ_I:
attachment to the skin, while increasing the complexlty of ply lay-up, pro-
vides a much stronger joint, _.ieh is necessary to prevent separation of skin
and stiffeners in the post-bucklln£ range. Stringers run eontlnuously the
full length of the panel ulth the skln -'*--_=--_ -_ -
fail-safe strap locations. (See Section P-B, Figure 26.)
AltY_ugh It Is technically feasible to integrally mold frame members
together w._+_h the skin _°ne.:_• t_e cc'plexi"ty _,_e--_,,-_o" ,,_-_,,__'"_.,,.,.,e_.,,"",,,,,........_ ,,,.,u,_,,"
have been significantly increased and little or no structural improvement will
be realized. Alternate methods of freme attac._ment were therefore studied
with the concept shown in Detail "C' of Figure 26 being ultimately selected.
It will be noticed that mnti-peel fasteners have been added in all areas
where there is a tendency to have a tension load on the bond line.
Pressurized Shell Anal_sts
A Lockheed in-house computer program for the analysis of composite circu-
lar cylindrlcal she]is, stiffened by equally spaced rings and stringers, sub-
jected to uniform pressure is u_ed tc determine loca_ stra!n_, dlsplace_.ent_
and stresses. These loc_l strains and stresses are caused by the restraining
effect :f the rings or frames and, to a lesser extent, by that of t_e
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stringers. This is con_only referred to as "pillovlng" of the skin. The
stiffeners are treated as separate components which are coupled vlth the skln
through Interacting normal and shear _^o_-._o... !n=:,-.ueh ..-- +_-..._^ -^--..... .......,o-^'_- ..^r
the stiffeners are considered nondefor_able, the interacting stresses between
the skin and stiffener flange are assumed to be uniform across the flange
width.
An analysis was made for the ultimate ground test condition in whlch the
shell is subjected to an Internal pressure of 0.1245 N/M 2 (17.63 psi).
Numerical results for the inner and outer surface strains at various locations
on the shell are presented in Figures 27 and 28. The solid llr, es in these
figures represent variations along a line midway between adjacent rings (x :
0), and the dashed lines show the variations along a line midway between adja-
cent stringers ,qy = 0). It Is clear that the differer.ce betwe_.n ._,Jterend
inner surface strains indicate the extent of curvature change of the skin
which is related to the bending of the skin.
As shown by the solid lines in flg:me _7,, the -_--o- in ....
longitudinal direction for points ato_.g x : 0 is insignificant. The maximum
curvature change in the longitudinal direction occurs at the ring location.
,'he corresponding curvature change in the circumferential direction, as shown
In Figure 28, is negligibly _,,all. as is to be .._._....----^*-_ A!t,h_-_h *_-..._-=__z....._;-'"
curvature change in the circumferential direction occurs at the stringer loca-
tion, that at the point midway betweer, adjacent rings and stringers (0,0) is
also significant, as shown In Figure 28• As anticipated, the _ean value of
the strain (me_brane strain',,in the clrc=n..ferenti_l ...a4-*_4^'--..-....4-,,,0_.......__ _o-*--_..
than that In the longtt.udlnal direction•
To evaluate closer the interacting nomal stress between the skin and
stiffer mr flange, an analysl_ _"'_ _" _'- th_c,r)" h_s _..... "" _° °_-
hesive or inberlayer Is modeled as a series of parallel springs• Transverse
shear and moment at selected locations calculated fro_ the general stiffened
shell analysis are used as applied loads in the skin along the free edge of
the flange. The normal stress distribution betwee_ the skit, and stringer _*
= O, and between the skin and rin_ at y = O, are presented tn Figure 29. It
is seen that s_arp stress gradient.s occur near the free edge of the flange.
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Figure 27. Longtitudlnal Strains Due to Skln P_llov,|ng
Figure 28. Transverse Strains Due to Sk|n Pillowing
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Fall- Safe Analysis
Zn a typioaI large pres_ur!ze_ composite fuselage, skin panels are formed
to the required skin curvature together w_th _oagltudlna! stringers 3rid cir-
cumferential frames. To prevent the !ong_tudinal propagatlon of damaEe, eCr-
eunferential fail-safe straps are pcsit£oned oc the inside of the skin et each
Fra_.e station _d, in =any case_, z_w_y betweer frames. To be effective, ad-
jacent mid-bay straps must be capable of containing the damage resu_tl_g frvm
complete and sudden loss of s11 structure between them, including the fr$_e.
.,_.is problem ha_ been ;_"°_+_+"_ ,,na_r Lnekh_ed-funded IRAD projects Cn
fracture mechanics and _tructur_! Lntegrlty of composites. The analy$1s and
results are descri_e_ below
Analysis Procedure and Results
The analysis was based on the assumption of a severed fra_.e and fail-safe
strap and a skin crack extendicg ?1.& c_ (_.5 inches) I_ beth directlo_s to
the adjacent mid-bay straps. T_P p_ne! _:_ treB%ed _ _ flat panel subjected
4O
to static tension only. The Kc concept (fracture toughness) was chosen as the
fracture criterion, i.e.
K<Kc; Crack arrest or no fracture
K >K Fracture occurs
C
Ww wwhere K is the stress inte_.sitv,factor. The fracture te,.,gh.-,e.-;,..v. =...,4_.....
c
mated at 36.8 HPa \_ (33.5 ksl V_.) for this ease, based on available
Lockheed data.
._e geometry considered in the analysis is s_own in Figure 30. It con-
sists of a 16-ply [90/%_/02/_q5/0]S sklc panel with two 7.62 cm (3.0-inch)
wide fail-safe straps. The latter is made of six plies of unidirectional
• eegraphite/epoxy _ateri_1. A throu_-t_-thi:_neSs _rack .as °oo._=._ .,,'""_,,_
geometric center of the panel. A finite elem.ent method which included an
anisotropic crack-tlp element (Reference 7_, developed st the Lockheed-Georgla
Com_ny. was used to analyze the structure.
Nine: D_;o_: ir cm
---- FAIL-SAFE
, I!
I
.... i
1
T
I,-t----
;. ! , -_ c,.2,:.,3
"F
F';p=Jre30. Analysis Geometry
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The finite element model, as shown in Figure 31, consists of snlsotrople
triangular and quadrilateral elements representing the skln panel and _atl-
safe straps, and one etsht-node antsotropic creoked element (Figure )2).
representln8 the craok-ttp. Linear she_r .-pr!ng e!_-_...ent-) we.re ,j_e__ )o repre-
sent the interface between the straps and skln panel. The model was subjected
to a remote stress field of 82.7 MPa (12.0 ksl) uh..ieh corresponds to an ap-
plied internal pressure of 0.05._ N/m ? (8., psi). Successive deiamlnation of
the _nterface layer, caused by crack growl;h, was con$1dered "in L_e ar.-=!y$_-_.
-_ STRAP
Figure 31. Finite Element Model
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F
CRACK TI P
Figure 32. Eight-Node An;sotrop;c Cracked Element
AS the crack advanced in the mode_, the shear springs were monitored and auto-
matlcally released when the spring force reached tts ultimate strength. This
simulates loeaZ delamin_t_on at the interface between _kCn _nd _tr_p.
The computed stress-intenslty factors (K), as sho_n in Figure 33, are
lower than for the skln panel without straps, even before the crack reaches
the stra-p. A further reduction In the stress-ln_enslty factor c_n be ob_alned
as the crack grows beneath the strap. _owever, when the crock approaches the
end of the strap area, the K value again tends to increase. As seen from
Figure 33, no fracture will occur if the fracture toughness (Kc) of the skin
mater_l exceeds approximately 67.0 _Pa _-_-(61 kSl v_n-.), it should also be
noted ti_t no crack arrest will o_nur Jf the Ec value is lower than 29.7 MPa
vr_ (27 ks1 \_.). _etween these two extremes, unstable crack growth will
occur and the crack will be arresteC as lone as the strap is intact.
For the estimated Kc : 36.8 _Pa _r-r--case, _t is see_ tb_t u_s:abl@ or_ck
growth will occur at Po±nt A in Figure 23 and will be arrested at Point B. In
other words, _he critical crack !en_th under an 82.7 MPa far field stress wlll
be about I_.2 c_ (6.0 inches) and this cr_ck can be arre_%ed et the }_rBp !._-
The residual strengths wer_ comp,_tcd using the estimated Re va]ue. The
results are p]ntted in Fig_,e _. Ass_ing an existence of a 15.2 cm crack,
the lo_d can be applied to Felnc A without causing an increase i_ the crack
length. At Point A. the creek _xtends to Point _ without any load increase;
thi_ is the point of crac_ _rrest. Sn the case of _ load increase only_ the
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capacity (residual strensth) of the structure after crack arrest. For the
panel without a strap, failure occurs at Point A without any mechanism to stop
the runnlng crack. Furthermore, no -°-_,'_ strength car. be o_tai.',edI _.¢ A _ _4m ab •
Figure 35 shows both average and maximum stresses in the strap. The maxi-
mum stress occurs at the strap edge facing the approaching crack. The results
indicate that the stresses In the str_p are lower than its ultimate tensile
strength and no strap failure would occur for the crack length considered.
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Figure 3.5. Stress in Fail-Safe Strap
COBCLUDING REMARKS
A stiffened composite panel has been designed based on loads and criteria
representative of the forward fuselage of a typical commercial transport air-
craft. The panel is a minimum weight design: oonstreined by practical manu-
facturing consideratzons and fatigue and damage tolerance requirements. The
final configuration is an all graphlte/epoxy panel wfth longitudinal J-stlff-
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eners in which the skin between edJeee_.t st.l?fe,.er_ i_ permitted to buckle
under design lol_s.
It has been shmm that significant celght .... 4..° ^h._..a ..,q_h _.._-
buckled design for the stiffener spacings considered. An additional benefit of
post-buckled skin design is the relatively stall _eight penalty associated vJtb
_n increase in stringer spacin_ when eo_pared to that incurred in buckltn_ re-
sfstant destgn. _le latter remtlts in fewer parts vhtch can be translated
dtrcctly into reduced cost.
Initial boy-type eccentricities are included in the analysis in order to
accou.t for _anufacturlng tolerances and other imperfections which are always
vresent in real pane!s. Ne_ght penalties of from 5 to 10 percent may be ex-
pected in practical design.
Local strains end stresses caused by the restraining effect of rings or
frames and stringers eere eva!u_ted for the fl_al p_nel design. These local
strains or stresses are generally not a critical design condition but may
dictate the _umber of 90-degree plies in the skin.
Damage tolerance ts a major concern in pressurized eo_,.poslte fuselage de-
sign. Design strain levels are currently restrlcted by many considerations
including tolerance for impact 0_mage. In the present design. 7.62 c_ __de
fail-safe straps are positioned on the inside of the sRln at each frame and
_idway between frames In order to prevent the longitudinal propagation of
damage. A flnlte element analyMs was performed to evaluate the crack arrest
capabllity and resldual s_reng_h of the structureo
Additional theoretical and experlmenta! work must be performed in order to
investigate the behavior of po}t-bJckled structure. One specific problem is
the separation of skin an_ seiffeners caused by out-of-p2a_e di_pl_ce_.e_
when _he stiffeners are co-cured or bonded _o the skin.
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